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Bentsen elected Caucus chairer

Burns, Simcox, Lord, Barth, McKinley andStaton win
• y GABY FLOYD

Official tally
The following are the official results of the balloting completed
last week for Wright State student offices.
Student Caucus At-Large
252
66
46

Steve Bentsen
Tom Mann
Elwood Sanders
(write-ins)
The Undercover Candidate
Glenna Allen
Rob Sweeney
Tom Vondruska
Steve Bentsen

21
I
1
I
1

Robert Marks
Steve Williams
(write-ins)
Dan McCormick
Business
Pam Simcox
Libby Balassone
Jim Burke
Brenda Walker
(write-ins)
Nursing
Lisa Lord
Kim Booth
Lori Beth Eiengoff

Following the most confusing
and rough and tumble campaign
in Wright State history. Steve
Bentsen has captured the " A t Largc" seat for next academic
year's Student Caucus.
In voting where less than
seven percent of the student
body cast ballots, two candidates
won seats by attracting less than
IS votes. The two top candidates
irom the School of Medicine tied
with nine votes apiece.
THE THREE MEMBER Student Elections Commission, whose admitted procedural errors
forced the cancellation of the
regularly scheduled balloting two
weeks ago. announced the results of the total 736 votes cast at
a Monday morning meeting.
Bentsen current Caucus rep
for the College of Science and
Engineering, was the election's
top vote getter with 252 ballots,
outdistancing opponents Thomas
Mann and Elwood Sanders, who
accumulated 66 and 46 respective
votes.
The campaign for Chairer was
marked by rumors and charges of
misconduct. Bentsen. who was
not present at the meeting, later
said he was too "burned out" !o
comment on his Victory.
IN WRITE-IN votes for Caucus

Lisa Lord was the top vote
getter in the contest for Nursing
representative. Lord's 20 ballots
gave her an eight-vote edge over
Kim Booth, and a 10-vote edge
over Lori Beth EtengofT.
VICKY MCKINLEY. the sole
candidate on the ballot for the
Science and Engineering seat on
Caucus, received 223 votes.
McKinley's closest rival turned
out to be Star Trek's Mr. Spock.
who received two write-in votes.
Still unresolved is who will
represent the school of medicine
next year. Both candidates for the
seat. Tim Marcus and Sean
Converv. received nine votes in
the balloting.
"WE'LL HAVE TO meet with
(current Caucus Med School rep)
Bob Brandt to determine when
we'll have a special election."
said Election Commissioner Roger Giesel. "But we're going to
(Sea 'ELECTIONS,'
3)

Raiders invited to
NCAA tournament
By JEFF KEENER
GaaritaaSfWtt Writer

Head coach Ron Nischwiu and
the 1978 WSU baseball team
have been invited to join Western Illinois. Eastern Illinois, and

Indiana Central in the Great
Lakes Regional tournament.
This makes the fourth consecutive time a Nisrhwiti coached
WSU team has earned a bid to
the NCAA post season tourney.
WSU will be trying to gain its
first appearance in the Division II
College World Series. The closest the Raiders have coate in the
pas! is runner up in the regional
behind Southern Illinois in 1975.
WSU'S CHANCES of getting
into the tourney on Friday were
dependan: upon the Raiders performance in some key weekenc
double headers. The Raiders were
scheduled to meet Akron. Cleveland State and Day ion.
Although Akron
Northern
Kentucky, the other teams under
consideration for the last tourney
bid, had tetter overall records
:han WSU. the selection committee took the Raiders based on
their Division 11 record.
WSU is 16-14-2 overall, but
has a fine 10-3 Division (1 record.
Akron was only 2 1 against Division II opponents, and 20-9 on
the season. WSU owned three
w>n» and a loss against Northern
Kentucky.
According to Nischwitr (Saturday). " I feel the rain outs are
important to us. If " e beat Akmn
in the doubleheader our chances
arc real good."
The rain turned out to be a
bussing in disguise. Dsvid Stahl,
who reported the team's results

May Daze set for 19th

Education
(all candidates write-in)
Bambi Barth
Dennis Cooper
Gary Carter
Karen Markus
Maria Miacini
Larry Green
Diane Pieratt
Karen Lackev
Kirby Clark
D.E. Alexander

By TOM VONDMJSKA
GaanHaa New* EdMer

Science and Engineering
VirKy McKinley

chairer. five candidates received
votes, led by 21 ballots cast for
Steve Stringer, who ran a brief
campaign under the designation
as "the Undercover Candidate."
Terri Burns captured the Caucus
Liberal Arts seat with 62 votes.
Trailing Bums were candidates
Mark Bonekowski, Robert Marks
and Steve Williams.
No candidates for Education
rep filed petitions to- put their
names on the ballot. But current
rep Bambi Barth defended her
seat by procuring 11 write-in
votes.
TEN OTHER candidates received write-in tallies for the
Education seat, though only Dennis Cooper and Gary Carter
received more than a single vote.
The school of Business will be
•^presented next year by Pam
Simcox. whose 51 votes edged
opponents Libby Balassone, Jim
Burke 4
Walker.

223
(write-ins)

Mr Spock
Scott Pencyl
Annette Gray
Shelley Wysong
Gary Kelly
Vicky McKinley
Steve Martin
R.W. Morris
V j S e e •RESULTS,' page 3)

tuesday
weather
Mostly cloudy and cool with occasional showers through
Tuesday. Partly cloudy Wednesday except for a chance of showers
in the southeast. Highs Tuesday and Wednesday will be in the
60s. Lows Tuesday night will be from 45 to SO

A second attempt will be made
this Friday to hold May Daze
after it was washed out last
week.
"The times will be tne same
and if it rains it will be held in
the gym." Inter-Club Council
spokesman David Pierce said
Monday.
"WITH IT (Friday) 'oeing the
rain date we will have to go on
with it."
no
.He
. . added
— that there was —

alternate location last week because they had planned for it to
be held one week later in case of
rain.
Pierce said that the cancellation cost the students money .
" I CANT GIVE any exact
figures but we had to pay
Edmonda and Curly. Catherine
David. Cooper and Dodge and
the Putnam County Pickers."
"There was also probably
some cost to the clubs. 1 imagine
some of ihem will have to buy
new (material) for Friday."
page
3)
((See
j n -'MAY
n u x iDAZE,'
inu, p
v •»»

WSU has close encounter
with Hynek
By RON WUKESON
Guardian Staff Writer

Nearly 500 people had a "clos;
encounter" with UFO expert Dr.
J. Allen Hynek as he gave a
lecture Monday evening on "The
UFO Phenomenon— A Scientific
Inquiry."
Hynek's University Center
Board artist series lecture was
the first of two presentations to
be held in-the Physical Education

building this *eek; su<fcer/song
writer Harry Chapin will make
nil second WSU appearance tonight at 8 p.m.
A professor in astronomy at
Northwestern University and former consultant for Project Blue
Book (the government's official
investigation of UFOs), Hynek
likened his role in UFO study t<«
that of a reporter.
HYNEK SAID he sees himself
(See -RAIDERS,' page 8)
(Sec 'HYNEK,' page 5)
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Lawyers offer cheap aid
COLUMBUS (UPt>—Five young
attorneys have started a move So
make legal services as convenient in Ohio as the neighborhood
bank or drug store.
The attorneys have established
legal clinics in Cleveland. Columbus and Cincinnati.
THEY OFFER to the general
public affordable legal services
for such matters as drafting
wills, handling divorces, dissolutions. bankruptcies and prod-te
cases.
Legal clinics are relatively new
in Ohio with the first opening last
July in Cleveland. They made
inroads into the legal profession
about sis years ago and since
then more than 70 hive opened
their doors nationwide.
"Law should be as convenient
as a neighborhood bank or drug
store." said legal clinic advocate
Joel Hyatt of Cleveland, a son-inlaw of Sen. Howard Metzenbaum. (D-Ohio). "One way to do
that is to take a retail store and
make it much more comfortable
for people (» walk in and discuss
their problems with attorneys.
" W E WORK on a small profit
margin on each case and rely on

ABORTIONS
(llnlc In tour area
Appt. mode 7 data
Termination 1-34 weeks
Insurance - Credit cards
Call toll free l-fl00.362.1205

volume that is generated through
advertising." Hvatt said.
The effort to get legal clinics
accepted in Ohio has been aided
by last year's U.S. Supreme
Court decision that
allows
attorneys to advertise their services.
Since clinics depend on a large
volume of clients, advertising in
newspapers and on radio and
television is to inform the public
that legal services are available
at a reasonable cvst.
LAWYERS AFFILIATED with
legal clinics are trying to dispel
what they consider to be a
general attitude among the public that legal advice is eipensive
and out of reach of most middleincome families.
"We are trying to sell the legal
profession as well as attract
clients when wc advertise and
come up front with our fees."
said Paul A. Lichtman. director
of Lichtman Legal Clinic in
Cleveland. "People kno« it
won't cost an arm and a leg to
see an attorney."
Several clinics charge nothing
for the initial visit at which time
a person discusses with a lawyer
his or her problem. Other clinics
set a fee of $10 to $15 for the
initial visit. Clinic directors say
about half of the people find out
they really have no legal problem. after ail.
A SURVEY of legal clinics in
Ohio shows that clinics have set
prices for such legal problems as
a non-contested divorce, dissolution and writing wills. The cost of
a simple will can begin as low as
$25.

" I don't think it is degrading
to reach out through advertising
to tell people we are here to help
them out with their problems."
said Leonard Schwartz, director
of the Ohio Legal Clinic of
Scwartz & Fishman in Columbus.
He added that the public is
responding to the advertising,
even though most lawyers still
frown on it.
DIRECTORS SAY that legal
clinics are the wave of the future,
but they face a hard road ahead.

EPA notes
Ohio's clean
air
COLUMBUS (UP!)—Ohio Environmental Protection Agency
Director Ned E. Williams says
Ohio is "doing a much better job
than other states" in monitoring
air pollution and he rejected
claims the state has done nothing
to clean up dirty air.
Williams said the federal Environmental Protection Agency is
working under outdated ideas,
like using "expensive scrubbers" to remove sulfur dioxide
from coal, when technology to do
it better and cheaper is only a
few years away.
HE ALSO said that environmental groups that attack the
state's progress on pollution control "lack the expertise and
technical depth" to understand
what they are talking about.

JOBS IN JOURNALISM
ARE HARD TO FIND
The Daily Guardian can help you gain
valuable experience in news writing,
graphic arts, layout design
and office administration.

EARN CREDIT HOURS
AS WELL AS PAY!
inquire at the Daily Guardian,
046 University Center,
ext. 2505 for summer
and fall job placement
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The World
Nazis reappear
BONN. West Germany (UPI)—Communist East Germany accused
Bonn Monday of tolerating a revival of new-Nazism following
meetings of extreme right-wing groups in scattered areas of West
Germany over the weekend.
ADN. the official East German news agency, said the new-Nazis
enjoyed the "protection of strong West German police forces."
IN THE NORTH German town of Schwarzfeld in the Harz
mountains. 30 detectives and about 100 uniformed officers raided
two beer halls and parked automobiles late Saturday night and
seized numerous Nazi emblems and propaganda material, part of
which was printed in the United States and Denmark.
A police spokesman said one man, in whose possession law
enforcement offecers had found a pistol, was taken into temporary
custody.
Police acted during a rally of the radical right-wing "Independent Circles of Friends" which had drawn about 400 persons from
all parts of West Germany to Schwarzfeld.
THE PUBLIC prosecutor labeled 30 participants in the rally as
"genuine ultra right-wing radicals and militants."
The propaganda material, among others, included a special
edition of the "Voelkische Beobachter." which used to be thr Nazi
party's official newspaper until Hitler Germany's collapse in 1945.
The special edition was printed to mark Nazi dictator Adolf
Hitler's 89th birthday April 20.
IN THE SMALL town of Nazzau on the banks of the river Lahn.
about 200 former SS troopers of Hitler's bodyguard held another
neo-Nazi meeting over the weekend.
Several hundred members of the Young socialists, the youth
auxiliary of Chancellar Helmut Schmidt^s ruling Social Democratic
party, the Young Democrats, the youth organization of the
opposition Christian Democratic Party, and labor union members
staged a silent march through the town's narrow streets defying
unseasonably cool and rainy weather to protese the rally.

Rebels seize towns
KINSHASA. Zaire (UPD- Anti-government rebels appeared
yesterday to have seized two important towns in Zaire's
copper-rich Shaba province amid heavy fighting thai could have
dangerous international repercussions.
The government of President Mobutu Sese Sekop called for help
from friends in the West and from Morocco and China.
IN PARIS, the French government said i; has received a formal
request from Kinshasa for aid.
In Brussels, a foreign ministry official said Belgium, the former
colonial power, is sounding out the views of other countries which
might be called cn to help Z«jre.
Bui Zairean opposition groups w*ir?ed foreigners to put en end
to 13 years of Mobutu's increasingly chaotic rule in the former
Belgian Congo.
THEY REJECTED Mobutu's allegation the revolt WAS spawned
in Angola, spearheaded by (ubans and helped by Ru>tiar.t.
Algerians and Libyans.
In Washington, the State Department confirmed tne rebels had
seized the mining town of Kulwezi, but the Zaire government
denied it. Kolwezi is 220 miles east of the Ai.golzn border, but
closer to Zambia The government said the reuelM struck across the
Zambian frontier Thursday afei leaving camps in Angola.
Opposition spokesmen in Europe denied this and said the revolt
was entirely indigenous.
The state Department said it was no: ciear w nether the rebels
had succeeded in taking Mutshatsha. a town 6C miles west of
Kolwezi. Zairean officials conceded .government forces had given
up ihe town in a tactical retreat.

It's enough to make you hit the dirt.
Grow things wan what you can ea-n
monthly by donating plasma

£> plasma aNiance
7 am dalh g f c , evening. M-Tfc

i*5 Helens Si. 224 IV
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Elections_

(continued from page I)
tfy to hold it sometime this
week."

A mere six graduate students
voted in the contest, but Ted
Staton won the seat by recieving
four votes.
Mike Alter. Cheryl Conatser
and Joyce Fahnestock each will
assume seats on the Student
Media Committee. The trio were

the top bole getters in the
six-candidate field.
The proposed eight revisions
to the Caucus constitution failed
by virtue of not acquiring the
necessary majority vote of at
least 10 percent of the student
body.
The 736 students voting fell
around 400 short of the number
needed. 224 students voted for
the amendments. 17 voted a-

, gainst. 78 voters abstained and
412 voters did not vote on the
issue.

cancelled." Pierce explained.
Cooper and Dodge and Catherine David performed in the afternoon and the comedy team Edmonds and Curly and the Putnam
County pickers played in an
evening event.
Pearce said that the dance was
a success.

"THE RATHSKELLER was
packed and people were standing
in the hall. I think that there had
to be 17S in the Rat (at any given
time)."
Pearce noted the day was not a
total financial failure because
"ARA made a lot of money on
beer. It was really flowing."

Thought the election was racked with charges and countercharges. especially in the Chairer's race, none of the candidate* '
contacted said they would file
appeals befort today's noon
deadline.

May Daze
(continued from page I)
The ICC and the University
Center Board tried to make up
for the shortage of good wealher
with a "Rain dance" held in the
Rathskeller.
"EVERYONE WAS psyched
for May Daze and we waned to
soothe the pain of it being

Absences halt Caucus action
By RON WUKESON
Guardian Staff Wrtlji
Student Caucus yesterday failed to muster a quorum, and the
low attendance halted plans to
act on the 1978-79 Caucus budget
proposal.
The proposed budget, as altered by Chairer George Sideras,
calls for doubling the chairer's
salary next year.
MEDICAL
REPRESENTAtive Bob Brandt said he could
favor an increase in the chairer's
pay. but he couldn't agree to the
sum being raised to $600 per
quarter. Brandt said he could
agree with a raise from the
current $300 to $450.
"I think it's going to be cut
anyway." observed Brandt.
Other Caucus representatives
would receive the same $300 per
quarter they receive this year,
according to the proposed budRet.

GRADUATE REPRESENT A
T1VE Beth Graham said she also
"has trouble" with $500 allotcd
for "miscellaneous." a new budget category for Caucus.
"1 saw what 1 though were
some very inflated figures in
communications too." added
Graham, citing $420 to be used
for 7000 newsletters. Graham
said she would like to see the
figure "chopped down to just
about half."
Science And Engineering Rep
and Chairer-elect Steve Bentsen
said he would like to see more of
the newsletters stuffed into student mailboxes to improve communications between Caucus and
students. Graham suggested using the Allyn Hall office to better
advantage as an alternative to
stuffing mailboxes.
ANOTHER AREA added to the
budget was a request for $200 to
facilitate next year's voter registration drive. Graham noted that

while registration forms cost 13
cents apiece. !hc local boards of
elections give the first 25 forms
for free
Graham suggested that Caucus
could stan early next year and
send a researcher weekly to the
board of elections and accumulate n-imcrous registration forms
by the Spring quarter.

Vote* are tabnlnlcd aa candidate* anxiously await election
wtcome.
Photo Courtesy/Guy Floyd

Results -

(continued from pagc'l)

(AH candidates write-in)
"ftd Staten
Mindy McNutt
Jeanne Burdcshaw
Media Committee
(Top three candidates win seals)

Sideras told Caucus that he
made two temporart committee
appointments which they will
have to approve at their next
meeting. Roger Giesel was appointed to the Ombudsman Advisory committee, while Sideras
appointed himself to the administrative Review Committee.
The latter committee, explained Sideras. required a Caucus
member to fill the slot for the
remainder of the year and the
summer. Caucus suggested that
a new Cvucus member join him
on the committee.

Mike Alter
Cheryl Conatser
Joyce Fahnestock
Jphn Nnrthwood
John McCancc
Harold Plcunncke
(write-ins)
John McCancc
Mike Alter
John Northwood
Cheryl Conatser

Academic Council suspended
its rules yesterday to allow voting
on the establishment of an Ad
Hoc Budgetary Review Committee. thus relieving Steering Committee of its budget review duties.
The committee's formation
was proposed at the council's
May 1 meeting, of which monday's session was a continuation
to allow for the seating of
recently circled student members.
IN VIEW OF of the impending
budgetary decisions that must be

made, the council agreed to
suspend the rules and votr. on
the item of new business yesterday. which passed unanimously.
Steering Committee members
were also chosen. Elected by
acclamation were Dr's. Leone
Low of Science and Engineering.
Ruth Schumacher from Education, Gordon Constable from
Business. Willis Stoesz from Liberal Arts. Kathryn Eckerle from
Nursing, and Barry Blackwell
from the School of Medicine.
Low. Eckerle. and Blackwell
will serve two year terms, while
Schumacher. Constable, and
Stoesz will be on the committee
for one vear.

DR. JEANNE Ballantine. associate professor of sociology,
explained a proposal of the Admissions Committee on University advertising, which will appear as old business on the June
meeting's agenda.
Ballantine said she and other
members of her committee had
been reviewing copy of Wright
State advertising, particularly
that aired on radio stations.
She axded that administrators
had also received comments
about the advertising campaigns,
saying there may 'be "some
changes, for their (the administration's) review is being taken
seriously."

1
I
1
I

Proposed Constitutional Changes
(Requires positive vole of at least
10 percent of student body)

Academic Council suspends voting rules
By LIBBY KELLER
Gnairiian Editor

148
112
105
86
92
67

Yes
No
Abstain
No vole

229
17
78
412
(Motion fails)
School of Medkine

Tim Marcus
Sean Convery
IN OTHER business, professor
of management Dr. Frank Stakney was elected to the Board of
Trustees' Reorganization Committee formed at the request of
the Board of Trustees.
The committee will deal with
administrative
reorganizatioj
and will focus on the office of the
provost.
New student members seated
on the council yesterday included
Student Ciucus Chairer Steve

9

1/

Bentsep. Business Representative Pam Simcox, Education Rep
Bambi Birth. Graduate Rep Ted
Staton. Liberal Arts Rep Terry
Burns, and Science and Engineering Rep Vicky McKinley.
TWO
REPRESENT ATI VES
were also selected to the Ohio
Faculty Senate. Accountance
Professor Dr. Donald Pabst and
Associate Professor of Education
Glenn Gharam will serve as
WSU's reps.

~ $ N E A k W 3 WOMEN! ~
Close encounters frees thinking on UFO's May
19 - 2:30 pm - SOC -112 Oelman
By RON WUKESON
Guardian Staff Write7
Close Encounters of the Third
Kind has "made talking about
UFOs n.ore respectable." Dr. J.
Allen Hynek said at a press
conference at Dayton Municipal
Airport yesterday afternoon.
Hynek, who I. cturcd last even-

ing in the Wright State Physical
Education building, told reporters thai he had feared that the
movie would lead people to
imagine they were seeing
"things in the sky. Surprisingly." he said, "that hasn't happened."
HYNEK POINTED out that he
has found a correlation between

the strangeness of a UFO experience and the time it takes fot the
person to work up the nerve to
report it to the authorities. TK
famed "close encounter of the
third kind" (actual contact with
UFO beings) are usually reported
by less sophisticated persons, he
added.
|S«« ' ENCOUNTERS,' page 5)

MAY 1 9 - 2 0
ALICE DOESN'T LIVE
HERE ANYMORE
3 WOMEN
6:30-10:40
112 OELMAN

IL«

8:25*12:35
ONLY-SI

f

®btBaUo<Suariitan
Libby Keller
Maaaglag MH»i
Susan Opt

Call

AiMciato Ettar
Chipp Swindler
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Nevri Editor
Tom Vondcuska

David A. Tetter
Wire Editor

J
'We don't care'
Designed by Blqck Lemon Productions.

Several limes during the last few weeks this newspaper has
urged WSU students to voice their opinions through the student
elections. It has happened. The people have spoken Their message
is "Wt don '» care
A grand total of 7.16 votes were cast in last week s election. In a
university with an enrollment of over 13.000 students, that is
ludicrous, shameful, and ridiculous. No stronger message has evert
beet, sent by the student body. It ought to be heeded.
Apparently. Wright State students really don't care about input
into the University. We get the impression that most of our
colleagues feel their tuition is all the input they need. The will of
the masses is now known. It is up to our student leaders to pay
attention to their constituents.
If WSU students don't care about their government, they don't
deserve one. The issues that are dealt with by Caucus, and the
things accomplished, are of no interest to the students. They dmn t
care that tuition is going up again, that the University has
abridged their right of free speech, or that the major decisions
affecting the University are made ir. secret
Is there any point in shoving services down people's throats
when they don . want to be served? Perhaps we are all engaging in
mental masturbation. Perhaps the students might be belter served
by not having a Student Caucus. University Center Board, student
newspaper, or any other of the activities funded by the student
activity fee. A reduction in fees would be attractive. It oughI to be
considered.

Meany refuses Carter
All-CIO leader George Meany las! week refused President
Carter's request thai wage increases for the union's upcoming
contract be held to lower levels than in past contracts.
Meany's reason, al least for the press, for refusing the request
was that prices would not fall accordingly.
We'll not argue the truth in his statemenl, but we cannot help
but hi a bit saddened by the attitude reflected therein.
Carter has made a reasonable and prudent request aimed ai
hailing inflation and has been answered by characteristic
American selfishness. Meany commended th.1 idea behind ihe
request, saying that sacrifice would indeed be necessary to restore
the economy lo its former strength but his actions clearly show
thai he does not feel he or his union members should be among
the firs! to lighten their bells.
Sol just unions, but industry and virtually everyone else seems
t hold the same dead-end attitudes. Apparently America has lost
I'H ability to pull together to solve our common problems as a
u J'I country
Meany is sup/>osed lo be a friend of the people he serves, but
his actions serve to continue the downward path we are on. His
lack of wif and responsible leadership (real leadership, not
merely control) is mosi detrimental to his constituents—the
workers.
Some critics call Carter naive and idealistic, but perhaps a
liberal dose of idealism might precipitate a turning away from self
cenieredncss. If not. we may continue on our merry way. deeper
,—J deeper into an economic quagmire.
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-By Susan Opt-

Trip to 'Ohio' proves informative
Last week, three members of a WSU editing
class and I made a trip to Columbus to visit
Ohio maga/ine to get some editing tips on
magazines
The trip proved to be informative and very
interesting. As some may know, Ohio magazine
i.s the newest addition to the Flynt publication
linage which includes Hustler and Chic. The
publications also distributes High Times. Blue
Boy. and Al Home.
BEFORt. I CONTINUE with my story. I will
changc th'- nemes of the three guilty parties
with me in order to protect their innocence.
They will be called Bob. Mary, and Jane.
Ohio is located in a small neat building at 40
Gay Street. Columbus. After all I had read
about Flynt's fame and fortune, the building
was surprisingly unimpressive. Ohio is the only
publication p u t ' together here as Chic and
Hustler have been moved out to California.
WK entered the building and ran into a man
with Icis and a lady wearing a Hawaiian Hula
costume who were on their way out.-The next
surprise was waiting for us as we stepped into
the receptionist/waiting room area. Now. it
would not be a surprise for most people but it
should be pointed out that Mary. Jane and 1 arc
from a more conservative world with, as Bob
put it. "sophomoric attitudes." On the wall
was a huge interestinglactually. interesting is
putting it mildly, enticing is more (he word)
poster from Hustler of a nude lady peering
between her legs with her arms and hands
strategically placed. The walls also sported
framed newspaper clippings and magazine
covers and articles about Larry Flynt and the
Hamilton County trials he was involved in.

THE SECURITY WAS very tight. Four
television monitors were at the receptionist's
desk continually monitoring various parts of the
building.
After we checked in we sat down ir> the lobby
and began rummaging through a pile of
magazines lying on a coffee table. The
magazines included all of Flynt"i publications
and distributions plus one Ohio magazine.
Guess who grabbed the Ohio wsgazine. Jane
picked up a copy Blue Boy whicl< she put dowr.
a few minutes later. Mary chose a Chic.
admitting she liked to read the cartoons in
Playgirl and Penthouse. Bob acted like the
typical male. Mary later picked up the Blue Boy

magazine to see why Jane had put it down.
Fortunately, our guide came along to interrupt
the beginnings of a very comical scene as
Mary's eyes almost popped out.
The guide took us to the third floor to Ohio's
offices. We were met by Managing Editor J.
Porter who also acts as editor and assigning
editor since the magazine is without them at
the moment.
HE WAS VERY interested in our purpose
and proceeded to give us the grand tour. The .
production area was sutprisingly small, consisting only of a typesetting room, editing room
and a layout room.
The next stop was the dark room where the
pictures and headlines are developed. To get
into the darkroom one had to (jo through a
small, round cubicle which reminded me of a
transporting device. A person would step into
the booth, pull a circular wall around them until
the entrance to the darkroom appeared. But to
someone watching, the person stepped ir. the
booth, closed the wall, and was gone when the
wall was pulled back.
The motto in the offices would have made
almost ar.y newspaper editor cringe:"Sensationalism with credibility." When asked about
it, Porter smiled i.-.d said they stick to it.
Our guide then took us through a n.aze to the
advertising and distribution area of Flyn!
publications. One room of interest was the Wor
room, which houses charts cf their sales at *
the sales of Playboy and Penthouse in the
United States. On three of the wails are huge
bar graphs of four regional sales areas «nd a
national total.
OUR LAST STOP provided a glimpse into
Larry Flynt's office which at the moment is
being run by Althea, his wife. The office 'S
pltis*ilv decorated in dark browns and Teds and
leatl.er fjiholstry. Bob attempted to ask th?
guide some questions about Flynt's condition
but she was very evasive, repeating onlv what
she had read in liie newspapers.
v She then led us down a back staircase and
bid us goodbye at the entrance.
On the way back to WSU we discussed the
sights we had seen (particularly the lobby) and
three of us iecitfed to stick to reading Header's
Digest and Mad Magazine. The fourth member
of our pany, who shall remain nameless, marie
no comment.

Hynek
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or radiation burns on animals or
(continued from page 1)
people. Hynek said the movie of
"certainly not in the role of a
Close
Encounters... displayed
salesman."
CE2 phenomena that have been
The UFO phenomenon is one
reported, such as radiation burnHynek feels "outrages our coming skin and skaking mailboxes.
mon sense." Three facts that
Hynek told the audience of
must nonetheless be accepted
several recent cases of close
are, UFO reports eiists, they are
encounter incidents, showing
found in over 100 countries, and
slides of UFO photographs and
many come from responsible
artists renditions.
people such as astronauts, air
force '.cchnicians. and policemen.
With each reliable, unexplainable report. Hynek said, "it
becomes increasingly hard to call
them all liars."
HYNEK EXPLAINED <hat he
THREE FACTS could not be
brcke the phenomena down into disputed about UFOs. Hynek
six categories, which he calls said. "UFO reports exist and are
nocturnal lights, daylight discs, puz/ling. reports are worldwide
radar-visual phenomenon, close in nature, and that many of the
encounters of the first, second reports conic from highly responand the third kind.
sible people."
Little did he realize, he said,
when he devised the categories
Of the total sightings, figures
the last one. the close encounter indicate that about 90 percent
of the third kind, would become a turn out lo be identified objects.
title for a major motion picture, There remains a fairly consistent
for which he served as technical figure of 9 percent of the sightconsultant.
ings. Hynek noted, that are left
Hynek explained that the fly- unidentified.
ing object must be unidentified
not only to the witness but also to
Hynek emphasized that he
scientific investigators.
CLOSE ENCOUNTERS, he does not hold any " b e l i e f about
said, involve sightings within a what UFOs could actually be. the
distance of roughly 50 feet. The world " b e l i e f has what he calls
first kind are merely visual ex- "religious connotations." and
periences, where no tangible belongs to a "gullible, uncritical
evidence of the UFO presence person." not a scientist.
remains.
Comparing UFOs to cancer
The second kind involves the
Hynek stated that his trying t<
remains of physical interaction
theorize
about UFOs would bi
with the location oi the sightings,
like a medical doctor claiming hi
such as burned or flattened
knew the cause of cancer.
grass, downed telephone lined.

FIEQUENT CASES of CE 3
phenomena involve the loss of
conscious memory, requiring
hypnosis to bring (he full details
of the encounter to the person's
conscious mind. In these cases,
people have sometimes been
reported missing for days and
found in a dazed condition miles
from the spot of their allcdged
"abduction."

Virtually all persons who claim
to have been kidnapped by UFO
occupants state that they have
undergone a medical examination inside the "craft." and
recall being communicated to in
some nonverbal fashion.
Man has had to deal with
Newton's ideas, and Pin«"'r.'s
concepts of relativity. Hynek said

that since UFOs behave in ways
today's physics deem impossible,
the truth behind their behavior
could lead to a major revision of
our understanding of physics.
"If I didn't think it was a
serious problem worthy of scientific concern," said Hynek. " I
wouldn't take the time to study
it."

Encounters
HYNEK SERVED as an
astronomical consultant to Project BJue Book, the official Air
Force investigation into UFOs.
which was officially terminated in
1%9. Blue Book's headquarters
were located in Dayton's own
Wright Patterson Air Force Base.
Project Blue Book, said Hynek.
was unsatisfactory as a scientific
sCudy into the UFO phenomena
because it was based on a
philosophy that Hynek has
characterized as "it can't be.
therefore it isn't."
"A UFO BY definition couldn't
exist." complained Hynek of the
military's
scientific outlook.
"The signal was made clear—
don't say anything to get the
public excited."
The Air Force could explain
valid UFO sightings as "possible
balloons, probable balloons; possible aircraft, probable aircraft."
he said. "It could never be
a...probable UFO."

DrJ. Aden Hynek

P M > Co-teay/Gary FWytl
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Army ROTC offers you a no-obligation. sixweek summer leadership program at Fort
Knox. Ky.
You'll earn about $450 and an opportunity
to enter advanced ROTC next fall That
means extra income (52.500 during your
last two years of cr.iiege) and leads to your
commission as an Army officer.
Army ROTC a!so offers you new career
opportunities af':er college part-time as a
leader in Reserve while employed in the
civilian community or full-time on active duty.
For details and an interview appointment,
contact: Captain Bob Bell at 873-2763/
229-3326 o r visit us at J82 PE.
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"la C a m r t "
"IN CONCERT" with Cindy Mapes and Annie Dinerman, will be held in the WSU
Rathskeller, University Center. Fri., May 26 sponsered by
Women's Active Collective, a
fundraiser! from 9-11 p.m.
S.50 with a WSU ID. SI
without. (Broadcasted live
from 9-11 on WWSU. 88.5 fm)

News Shorts\
Bh-A-nn
The Thunder Road Bike-athon. sponsored by the American Cancer Society & the
Miami Valley Regional Bicycle
Committee will hold a bike-athon in Huber Heights. Kettering River Corridor Bikeway. and Xenia on May 20.
Prizes include S500 in cash.
$100 gift certificates. 10-speed
bicycles, calculators and trophies. For more information
call 222-6621.

Tuesday
Blood Driv e
The WSU Office of Sludenl
Affairs and the Community
Blood Center are sponsoring a
Blood Drive May 16, 17 and
18th. The drawing will take
place from 10-4 daily in Room
041 at the University Center.
Students, faculty and staff can
sign up to donate at the
Student Health Center.
Group Sign-Up: Groups of
30 or more sororities, fraternities. staff, etc.-and their families will be covered for blood
needs for one year when IS
percent of the group donate.

Continuing
1

Wednesday
OFF CAMPLS
LIVING SEMINAR
All WSU students currently
living in rented off-campus
apartments or contemplating
doing sc. arc invited to an
off-campus living seminar on
Wednesday. May 17. 1978
from 2:30-4:00 p.m. in 155
B'C University Center. The
seminar is being presented by
the Student Development.
Handicapped Student Services
and Student Ombudsman offices. Topics included in the
seminar are: finding the right
facility for meeting personal
needs/erpvcta'ions;
leases;
budgeting expenses; personal
iclationships with apartmentmates. neighbors and landlord-basic ground rules; and
resolving legal problems of
tenentship. The seminar is
free and open to all.
Ombudsman
The position is open for
1978-79. Please apply by submitting resumes to the Office
of Student Affairs. 122 Allyn
Hall. Deadline is May 24.
Interviews will be May 30. 31,
and June 1. For further information contact
Joanne
Risacher. extension 2711.

Weekend
Nursing Picnic
Attention all admitted and
non-admitted nursing students. and nursing faculty.
The SNOS is sponsoring a
nursing picnic May 21 from
1-5 p.m. at Achilles Hill at
WSU. Sign up will be on 3rd
floor Fawcett after May 15.
The Main event will be softball game at .' p.m. Everyone
is welcome!

j
I
|

:

Summer School languages
The Modern Language Departmcnt will be offering intensive courses in French.
Grrman. and Spanish during
summer school session.
The ten week courses will
enable a student to complete a
full year's study on elementary or intermediate level.
All elementary sections will
meet from 9 a.m. to 12 noon
on Monday through Thursday,
and intermediate sections will
meet from 9 a.m. to 12 noon
on Monday, Tuesday, and
Thursday.
A student may take the full
sequence or any part thereof.
For further information, contact the Modern Language
Department.

Summer Quarter Housing
Applications for Summer
Quarter 1978 housing in Hamilton Hall are now available
from 102 Hamilton Hall. 103
University Center and >22
Allyn Hall. Room rentals are
available for terms A, B. and
C on a per week basis.
Applications are to be submitted to 103 University Center.

Action Collective
Women's Action Collective
is sponsoring a Celebration of
Isis, Friday, may 26 at the
Medical School Amphitheater.
The day's activities include:
Medical School Outside Amphitheater (in case of rain-Univeristy Center Cafe)
11-t2 Dayton Women's
Center Theater
12-1 p.m. Riverband Dance
Troupe
1-2 Debbie Smith
2-3 Cindy Mapes
3-4 Annie Dinerman
All activities are free and
open to the public.

Job Openings
A nationwide announcement will be distributed on or
around May 15. 1978, concerning 500 newly created
fcdcrai job openings.in the
F.EOC. These will be located
in most majot cities throughout the U.S. (including Dayton).
Equal Opportunity Specialist. GS-5 and 7 No Pace Exam
required. Check with CP A P
after May 15. for more details.
CI1IMAERA
The latest edition of the
Honors magazine. Chimaera.
is now available free of charge
in the Honors Office. 163
Millctt.
To All Active Clubs
Right now I am getting the
Activities Calender for May
started. If there arc any activities that you want posted on
the calenders put down on a
piece of paper the activities,
date, times, who's invited,
and who is sponsoring it. Or
come to ICC and fill out an
activities form. Please leave
this information in my mailbox in ICC. Let's try and get
WSU students more involved
with the clubs on campus and
let them know we're here.
Volunteer Wori
Ever thought about doing
volunteer work as a family?
Families and single persons
can include disadvantaged
boys from broken homes'in
their activities. These boys
need supportive friends, persons to take an interest in
them, and learning opportunities. For more information
call: Volunteer Services. 2249114-ext. 3%. 397. 4 398.
Onbudamaa'a Office
The Ombudsman's office
provides many different services to the students, faculty
and administration. As an
information source, the office
offers a trained staff who will
try to assist you with any
questions you may have about
university services or procedures. The office also offers
many different information
soufces.
For example, we have
handbooks on:
—Tenant's Tights
—The United way social
Scriviees Directory
—Guide to Services Offered
by State and Selected Agencies
—Keeping Records; What
to Discard
—Going to Court in Small
Claims
and many others for your
reference.
For further information,
contact the Ombudsman's Office. Allyn Hall.

dm*
The Kelly Brothers Circus,
sponsored by the Faifborn
Chamber of Commerce, will
be performing on Jane 26,
1978 at 4:00 and 7:00 p.m. is
Community Park East. Organizations in the Fairborn-Dayton area are invited to purchase SI.00 tickets for distritfbtion to all the children's
homes and orphanages in the
area, thus making possible
the attendance of children at
the circus who might not
otherwise be able to go.
Should your organization
wish to make a contribution,
please contact the Fairbom
Chamber of Commerce at 12
North Central, telephone 8783191, and ask for anyone
working with the Kelly Brothers Circus event. Should you
just need more information
i about it. call this same num| ber.
The Greene Co. Easter Seal
Society is looking for volunteers to help with arts and
crafts at their handicapped
children's Day Camp. June
19th thru 30th. 9:00 a.m. —
12:00 noon. The camp is held
at 1369 Colorado Drive in
Xcnia. A' interested persons
should evil Ms. Rosella Dawkina. Executive Director of
GCESS at 276-2271 or 3762985.
Business Scholarship
The Dayton Chapter of the
National Contract Management Association is sponsoring a $500 scholarship for a
graduate student pursuing
studies in the general area of
Business and Administration.
The student must be enrolled
as a full-time student during
thi 1978-79 academic year.
For
further
information,
please contact the Coordinator
of Scholarships. 129 Student
Services or call 873-2321.
a .-uurthouse Plaza Activities
May 17. (time TBA)—Sinclair
Community College will promote its programs.
May 18. 10:30 a.m. to 2:30
p.m.—Dayton Area Automobile Dealers Association will
display 50 new cars, while the
Kim Kelly Orchestra performs.
May 19. (time TBA)—The Air
Force Band of Flight will perform.
May 25. (t'me TBA)—Sinclair
Community College will sponsor an automobile display.
May 31. 12:20 p.m. to 12:50
p.m.—LThe Wright State University Band will perform.

Reward) k Instruction
ramputation Center
A graduate assistant is ava'iable for a statistical program consultant. The applicant shoud have an applied
statistical background, preferably from liberal aits or
business.
Additionally, have erpcrience in running one or more
statistical programs such as
SPSS. OSIRIS. BMD. or SAS.
Work period is 20 hours/
week. Summer 1978 and
academic 1978-'N.
Apply: Rkc, Beverly Tall.
Statistical Program Consul
tant. room 074 library-Tuesdays or Thursdays.

WakhEnpmiMi
Hundreds of U.S. students
will find jobs in France, lre' land and Great Britain this
summer through the Work in
£mrope program, sponsored
by the Council on International
Educational
Exchange
(CIEE). This program has
provided students with the
direct experience of living and
working in another country
.nd, at the same time, helped
them reduce the cost of their
trip abroad. The Work in
Europe program virtually eliminates the red tape that
students faced in the past
when thev wanted to work
abroad.
To qualify for CIEE's program. students must be between the ages of 18 and 30
and must be able to prove
their student status.
For more information and
application forms, contact
CIEE. Dept. PR-A. 77? United
Nations Plaza. New York.
New York 10017; or 236 North
Santa Cruz. #314. Los Gatos.
California 95030.
UC Cafeteria
All campus clubs and organizations who arc interested
in reserving the University
Center cafeteria for fall quarter 1978 may do so between
the weeks of May 29 through
June 9 in the University Center Director's Office. The office is open between the hours
of 8:30-5 Monday through
Friday. An initial deposit of
$25 cash is required to reserve
the facility; the balance of the
deposit due one week before
the scheduled event.
Summer Classes
An expanded summer schedule of day and evening
courses is now available at
Sinclair Community College.
There is an increased interest
by high school graduates in
picking up some college credits before fall and reluming
college students who want to
pick up a course or two to
transfer to their university. In
additon many area persons
find the summer session a
convenient time to take a class
for job improvenv it or personal enjoyment.
Sinclair's Svettaer Quarter
begins on June 26. Classes
are offered 'or a 5 Vi or an
eleven week term Those students desiring f attend full
time should apply by June
1st. Registration will bs held
June 21 and 22. For a complete summer quarter sche
dule. call Sinclair Admissions
at 226-3000.
Scholarship
The Ohio Arts and Crafts
Guild is offering a scholarship
for one year in the amount of
$500. r.ic scholarship is available to college student?, in
their j u n t a or senks year or
engaged -n giaduate work:
who demonstrate artistic talent. scholastic achievement
and financial need. For further information, set the
Coordinator of Scholarships.
Financial Aid Office. 129 Student Services or call 873-232!.
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Anti-abortion groups watch Akron courts
•y MIKE HOSOT
GaaritaSutf Writer

The pro-choice and pro-life
forces in the Dayton area are
waiting to see what will happen
to an Akron city ordinance on the
subject of abortion.
The ordinance, which has been
given a temporary injunction
until May 30 after being fought
by a coalition of groups in Akron,
will be put to the test when the
temporary injunction runs out.
ACCOIMNU TO Aojta Wilson. administrator for the Dayton
Women's Center, one of tfree
things will probably happen at
the May 30 hearing.
Either the ordinance will be
put into effect, will be given a
permanent injunction, or the injunction will be allowed to continue until the ordinance goes to
court.
"The ordinance has never
been tried in a court of law."
said Wiison.
SOME OF THE provisions in
the ordinance that the pro-choice
people disagree with includes
whether or not a fetus is far
enough along in its development
that a physician should utilize the
abortion technique most likely to
preserve the life of the unborn
child unless such a technique
presents a significantly greater
danger to the mother.
Also under the ordinance, another physician must be present
at an abortion of a fetus in the
second trimester (the fourth,
fifth, and sixth months) of pregnancy because there is a greater
chance that the unwanted fetus
will survive if aborted during this
stage.
An abortion may not be performed on an unmarried woman
under the age of 18 without first
giving a 24 hours notice to one of
her parents or a legal guardian,
the ordinance states.
UNMARRIED women under
the age of 15 also need to have
the consent of their parents to
have an abortion.

The ordinance provides for cared for right away," said
informed written consent to be Folsom.
WILSON WENT on to say the
given by women who intend to
have an abortion. They must be provisions about girls under the
informed by a physician as to the age of 18 and those under the
physical and emotional conse- age of IS go against previous
decisions made by the Supreme
quences of having an abortion.
There must be. in addition, a Court in the case of Planned
24 hour waiting period before an Parenthood of Central Missouri
abortion is permitted to be carri- vs. Danforth and the 6th Circuit
Court of Appeals case of Wolfe
ed out.
JENNY FOLSOM, president of vs. Schroering that a woman of
the Right to Life Society of any age can decide for herself
Greater Dayton. Inc.. said thia whether or not to have an
ordinance and one similar to H in abortion.
"Informed
consent
really
Chicago have both been approved by many religious organiza- amounts to scare tactics." said
Saunier. She claims there is an
tions.
Both Wilson and Ann Saunier, even greater danger of carrying
chairer of the steering committee the child until childbirth than
of the Freedom of Choice of there is to have an abortion.
"Of course everyone is in favor
Miami Valley, are against these
provisions. Part of these objec- of informed consent, but there
tions have to do with the termin- isn't any evidence that all women
are not informed."
ology used in the ordinance.
BEING COUNSELED by a
"The terminology used is
Right to Life terminology," said physician "also increases the
Wilson. "The unborn child is not costs of having an abortion."
a child. To them, (pro-life people) conception is from the moment of fertilization on. This is
not a fact. No one can define
when life begins."
Charged Folson, "Pro-abortionists use terminology that
completely depersonalizes. They
avoid words that refer to the
fetus in any way as a baby.
PRO-CHOICE supporters feel
that the provision that calls for
the presence of an additional
doctor during the second trimester of pregnancy because
"this doubles the cost of abortions and we already have a
problem of poor women who
can't afford to get an abortion."
said Saunier.
They also claim this is unconstitutional according to a 1973
Supreme Court decision when it
was decided the second trimester
is a time to strive to preserve the
health of the woman.
"Sometimes the abortion results in a live baby. Brain
damage can result when the baby
is left to lie and is not properly

Saunier said.
According to Wilson, it is said
in the ordinance that when a
woman is informed she is to be
told that an unborn child is a
human life from the moment of
conception and that she be told
the physiology of the fetus from
fertilization onward.
"Who can define the beginning of life?" said Wilson. "When
you go to a clinic to get your
tonsils taken out. you're not told
the biological facts of what is
happening. This kind of lesson
belongs in a medical class."
FOLSOM FEELS, however,
that women should be informed
both orally and in writing of
future physical and emotional
problems.
" W e ' r e not stopping women
from making the decision to have
an abortion, but we feel they
should make that decision with
full knowledge of whit will happen. A lot of people feel we're
infringing
on
constitutional

rights, but women should be able
to give informed consent."
" I don't fee! there is not a
valid reason for a waiting period.
This is a form of harrassraent.
The women are adult enough to
decide whether or not they
should wait," said Saunier.
"There is no waiting involved in
other clinical operations."
FREEDOM OF Choice of
Miami Valley was formed in
opposition to the Akron ordinance because of a concern that a
similar ordinance might come to
the Dayton area.
Wilson, who is a member of
the steering committee of the
group, said, "This is an active
organization.
We're
actively
watching to see what happens in
Akron and are prepared to
fisht."
She added that an ordinance
similar to the Akron ordinance
"could have helped prevent
some of the bad incidents that
have happened in the past."
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(Final exam schedule Raiders
I HIST CLASS MECTING

FINAL EXAMINATION PEMOD

Monday. Wednesday or Friday:
8:10
9:10
10:1;
11:10
12:10
1:10
2:10
3:10

8 a.m.-10 a.m. Friday
8 a m.-10 a.m. Monday
10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. Wednesday
10:30 a.m.-12:30 p . m . Thursday
10:30 a.m.-12:30 p . m . Friday
I p.m.- 3 p.m. Monday
3:30 p.m.- 5:30 p . m . Friday
3:30 p.m.- 5:30 p . m . Monday

June 9
June 5
June 7
June A
June 9
JuneS
June 9
June 5

Tuesday or Thursday:
8 a.m.-10 a.m. Tuesday
8 a.m.-10 a.m.
Thursday
1 p.m.- 3 p.m. Wednesday
1 p.m.- 3 p.m. Tuesday
1 p . m . - 3 p . m . Thursday
3:30 p.m.-5:30 p.m. Tuesday

8:15
9:45
11:15
12:45
2:15
3:45

June 6
June 8
June 7
June 6
June 8
June*

E V E N I N G C L A S S E S — F I N A L examinations for classes meeting
between 4 and 10 p . m . w i l l be held d u r i n g the period of June 5-9.
1978.
Examinations w i l l be held at the specified times based on the
first usual class meeting of the week. In cases where classes have
multiple times, the first meeting is regarded as the class t i m e .
Scheduling conflicts are to be resolved bv the department * h o s e
name is nearest the beginning of the alphabet.
S A T U R D A Y CLASSES1FINAL examinations w i l l he held on
Saturday l u n c 3. f r o m 8-10 a.m.
Computer Science common examinations w i l l be held Wednesday. June 7 f r o m 8-10 a . m
Chemistry Lab common examinations w i l l be held Wednesday.
June 7. f r o m 3:30-5:30 p . m .
> once a week

Claa

Class t i m e
tarting between 4-7p.m.
starting at or after 7 p . m .
l a m Period
?:30-7:30
p.m.
on
regular
n.ceting day
7:45 9:4S
p.m.

on

regular

nu c t i i i g d»)

C h a i n m e e t i n g twice a week
Clast Time
Starting between 4-5:15 p . m .
Class T i m e
Starting Between 4-5:15 p . m .
Starting after 5:15 p . m .
exam Period
first class day o f the week of
June 5-9
second class day o f the we'
«>1
June 5-9

(continued f r o m page I )

to the selection committee, saic
" T h e committee had decided
W r i g h t State split a doubleheac
er w i t h A k r o n , to invite nobod).
and play the regional w i t h onl.
three teams.

Nischwitz feels this is the year
for W S U , " T h i s team is much
better from a pitching stanpoint.
but it lacks the power last
season's team had. Overall this
team has the potential o f being a
better team than last year's, but
they have to prove they really
want it (to w i n ) . "
Last year in the regionals W S U
got o f f to a fantastic start against
Youngstown State. They set
N C A A records for most hits in a
game (25), most doubles in a
game(IO). most runs in a game
(26). most total bases in a game
(43). and most runs batted in (22)
for a game.Gary Gabringer and
Dale Branham also pitched a
no-hitter for seven innings. WSL'
won 26-1WRIGHT
STATE'S
hitting
cooled after opening day and the
Raiders los game two and three
and had to settle for a t h i r d place
regional finish.
The Raiders w i l l meet Western
Illinois in the opener, while
Eastern Illinois is scheduled tmeet Indiana Central.
Gabringer, a first team all-dis-j
trict pitcher last year, w i l l probably get the pitching nod for the
Raidrs in the opening game,
followed by Rick B u r g e r and Bob
Polard in g a m e two and three.
T H E RAIDERS O P E N the
N C A A contest on Thursday at
5:00 p . m . (E.S.T.).

WSU police investigate fights
W r i g h t State police investigated t w o fist fights and a
damaged light pole Friday.
The first fight occured around
I p . m in the Rathskeller and
according to W S U Lt. Charles
Lee broke by the time an officer
arrived.
A N H O U R L A T E R a fight
broke^out in the Crock Pot. One
of the participants was taken to
St. Elizabeth's hospital for treatment.

5we care about*
^ both of you. J

QA/omaftUinc1
223-3446

• Friendship
• Confidential carc
• Free pregnancy test

N o charges have been pressed
in either fight, t e e said the Rat
fight broke up before anyone was
hurt and " t h e guy who could
have pressed charges won the
fight (in the Crock P o t ) . "
Police also found a light pole in

the V i s i t o r ' s Lot I I that had been
detached f r o m its moorings. Associate Director for
Physical
Plant Robert Brown said the
complete pole might have to be
replaced. He estimated the cost
o f a new pole at $700-800.
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The Ohio State University
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